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Failed StoneBirkhauser, 2002


	In the spring of 2002, I wrote a book entitled

	Falling Glass: Problems and Solutions in

	Contemporary Architecture. The research for

	Falling Glass helped me understand how

	glass failures could be avoided and enlightened

	me as to which innovations were being

	explored within the glass industry. Originally,

	the book was...
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Nonlinear Partial Differential Equations with Applications (International Series of Numerical Mathematics)Birkhauser, 2013

	This book primarily concerns quasilinear and semilinear elliptic and parabolic partial differential equations, inequalities, and systems. The exposition leads the reader through the general theory based on abstract (pseudo-) monotone or accretive operators as fast as possible towards the analysis of concrete differential equations, which have...
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Software Configuration Management Strategies and IBM® Rational® ClearCase® Second Edition A Practical IntroductionIBM Press, 2005
"I wrote that the first edition of this book "communicates much of the  experience, wisdom, and insight that was acquired along the way to discovering  what SCM best practices are and how to implement/deploy them." The second  edition is full of even more practical experience! It not only refines and  expands upon earlier strategies...
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Designing Sociable Robots (Intelligent Robotics and Autonomous Agents)MIT Press, 2002
Cynthia Breazeal here presents her vision of the sociable robot of the future, a synthetic creature and not merely a sophisticated tool. A sociable robot will be able to understand us, to communicate and interact with us, to learn from us and grow with us. It will be socially intelligent in a humanlike way. Eventually sociable robots will assist us...
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Above the Board: How Ethical CEOs Create Honest CorporationsMcGraw-Hill, 2008
In recent years, a string of corporate scandals have sent shockwaves throughout the business world, resulting in the fracture of public trust in corporations. Now more than ever, corporate honesty and integrity are directly connected to success and growth. Above the Board provides strategies and methods to help you build a solid foundation...
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Configuring Financial Accounting in SAPSAP Press, 2011


	What you have in your hands is a unique book. You may have seen several books

	on SAP Financial Accounting (FI) that are available in the market, but none of them

	are as comprehensive as this, covering the gamut of Financial Accounting in SAP

	Financials including—besides the regular topics —FI-CA (Contract Accounts...
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Learning HTML5 by Creating Fun GamesPackt Publishing, 2013

	Learning should be fun, especially when it comes to getting to grips with HTML5. Each chapter of this book teaches a new concept of HTML5 by helping you develop a relevant game. It’s education without the effort.


	Overview

	
		Learn the basics of this emerging technology and have fun doing it
	...
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Python for Secret Agents - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Gather, analyze, and decode data to reveal hidden facts using Python, the perfect tool for all aspiring secret agents


	About This Book

	
		Discover the essential features of Python programming: statements, variables, expressions, and many of the built-in data types
	
		Use Python's standard...
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Applied Cryptography in .NET and Azure Key Vault: A Practical Guide to Encryption in .NET and .NET CoreApress, 2019

	
		
			Benefit from Microsoft's robust suite of security and cryptography primitives to create a complete, hybrid encryption scheme that will protect your data against breaches. This highly practical book teaches you how to use the .NET encryption APIs and Azure Key Vault, and how they can work together to produce a robust...
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Design Aids for Eurocode 2: Design of concrete structuresSpon Press, 1996

	Eurocode 2 is the key document for future structural design in concrete throughout Europe. To use the code effectively, structural engineers need a range of aids in the form of flow charts, design charts and simplified procedures. This book provides all these, and is written with the authority of collaborative work by members of the Concrete...
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Fundamentals of Neurology: An Illustrated GuideThieme Medical Publishers, 2005

	
		Fundamentals in Neurology presents a thorough introduction to the underlying principles of neurology. It contains detailed discussion of the diagnosis and differential diagnosis of neurologic syndromes and diseases of the brain and meninges, cranial nerves, spinal cord, spinal nerve roots, peripheral nerves, including...
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The Passionate Programmer: Creating a Remarkable Career in Software Development (Pragmatic Life)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2009
Success in today's IT environment requires you to view your career as a business endeavor. In this book, you'll learn how to become an entrepreneur, driving your career in the direction of your choosing. You'll learn how to build your software development career step by step, following the same path that you would follow if you were building,...
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